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What I could say is when I was 20, I spent some time in India with a wonderfull 

side-blown flute made of madake bamboo. I had great experiences playing for 

people. I met my actual teacher/master in a temple after a memorable improvisation. 

I’m still translating his speeches into French today. My job is in the graphic arts, as 

I was a prolific artist when a teenager. I create websites, logos, illustrations and 

lay-outs for communication as an independant designer.

I discovered synthesizers some time ago, computers from their begining and digital arts/photography. I plunged 

into macro photos of flowers and realised a concert/show with a film made of flower pictures, called “Listening to 

the Flowers” where I played shakuhachi live. So I choose to learn shakuhachi for the occasion, and had around 6 

months to get ready for the concert. I took lessons with Jean-François Lagrost in Paris and now continue with 

Véronique Piron. I’m fond of jinashi and hocchiku, Kinko honkyoku and improvisations with other instruments. I like 

to interest people in shakuhachi and share inspiration and the simple treasures of life.
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Hi everyone,
!

This is a very exciting time in the world of European shakuhachi. The formation of the Euro-
pean Shakuhachi Society, various summer schools and performances of shakuhachi have 
made the shakuhachi more popular in Europe. We are also seeing closer ties between the 
various shakuhachi communities from all corners of Europe.
!

This issue of the newsletter entitled “The Shakuhachi in Europe” celebrates these develop-
ments. Many thanks to the contributors who represent all facets of shakuhachi from teach-
ers, performers, makers and pupils. If there is anyone who ‘missed the boat’ for this issue 
and would like to contribute an article for a future issue, please get in touch.

The new website is soon to be launched with more information about the teachers, events 
and performances in Europe. 

A special thanks to the translators who have made the articles in this edition more accessi-
ble to so many. We will need help in the coming months translating some of the material on 
the website into various languages. Please contact me at phil@shakuhachizen.com if you 
think you could offer your time in this important endeavor.

Philip Horan (publications officer of the European Shakuhachi Society).
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European Shakuhachi Festival 2010, Prague – to 
be held in August with expanded programme

Translation of an article from the Japanese by Mariko Mori and edited by Marek Matvija.

A large-scale world shakuhachi festival has been held once every four years. 
We reported on the Sydney Festival 2008 in our August 2008 issue.  The next 
world shakuhachi festival is planned for Kyoto in 2012.  

In addition to this large-scale international festival, other smaller ones have 
been held across 
the world every 
year. 
Particularly, the 
Shakuhachi 
Festival in 
Prague, which is 
expanding its’ 
scale in Europe.

Vlastislav 
Matou ek PhD, 
who teaches at 
the Czech 
Academy of 
Music (HAMU) 
and Charles 
University, was 
extremely 
impressed with 
the sound of 
shakuhachi when 

he first heard it in Prague. Ten years later, in 1995, he was invited to Japan by 
the Japan Foundation, where he studied shakuhachi for six months with Kifu 
Mitsuhashi. After returning to his country, he laid foundations to what was to 
the Prague Shakuhachi Festival. It started with a workshop in March 2003 and 
since then it has been held every summer. Students come to the festival from 
the Czech Republic and many other European countries. A variety of concerts 
performed in the festival attract many of the public of Prague. 

In 2006, the European Shakuhachi Society was set up. Mr Christopher Yohmei 
(an artistic adviser and instructor at the Prague Festivals) says “Prague is 
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becoming a centre for shakuhachi society in Europe.”  In addition to 
Christopher Yohmei, some other high-profile performers, such as Kifu 
Mitsuhashi, Kumiko Shuto (Biwa), Keisuke Zenyoji, were invited as teaching 
staff to the festivals held in 2008 and 2009. Over the years, the Prague 
Shakuhachi Festival has also attracted highly esteemed artists coming from the 
Czech Republic and abroad, such as the Emmerson Prize winner, James Ragan, 
composer and performer, Ganesh Anandan, and the prolific Czech visual artist 
Radim Labuda.

In 2010, the European Shakuhachi Festival will be held from 26th to 30th 
August. The festival will have an expanded coverage, including Jiuta-sokyoku 
(koto music) and inviting Japan’s big-name performers including Satoshi 
Shimura, Shinzan Yamamoto and Kikuko Sato. “We intend to organise a 
comprehensive programme that will capture the entirety of shakuhachi music,” 
says Christopher Yohmei. Furthermore, the festival will present some of the 
most significant European shakuhachi players, including an excellent composer 
and performer, Jim Franklin.

The four-day programme will be run in two parts: students will enjoy intensive 
workshops, practical lessons and lectures in the morning and public concerts in 
the evening. The programme covers a wide range of music including classic 
honkyoku, jiuta-sokyoku, contemporary and modern Japanese music, and even 
avant-garde music. The programme emphasises collaboration with local 
performers, artists and researchers. Two years ago, a discount scheme was 
introduced for beginners offering “an absolute beginner’s course”, which 
definitely encouraged more people to start learning shakuhachi.

During the festival, students will enjoy other cultural sessions on such topics as 
general Japanese music, calligraphy, zazen, etc. From this year, experimental 
Japanese films will be shown every evening in the venue.

You can find more info about the event at www.komuso.cz
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The Swiss Shakuhachi Society - 
chikuyusha.ch by Madeleine Zeller

Introduction

The long tradition of the shakuhachi in Switzerland was initiated several 
decades ago, by the internationally renowned shakuhachi expert Andreas Fuy  
Gutzwiller. While working on his PhD in ethnomusicology at Wesleyan 
University in the USA, he took up his studies of shakuhachi music. His 
illustrious teachers were Araki Kodo V and Kawase Junsuke III whom he 
followed to Japan. In 1976, he became the first non-Japanese certified 
shakuhachi teacher (shihan) of the Kinko Ry . He was furthermore conducting 
research on the history of the shakuhachi. These comprehensive studies led to 
the publication of “Die Shakuhachi der Kinko-Schule”, a classical text in 
today’s shakuhachi literature. 

Back in Switzerland in 1980, Andreas Gutzwiller started teaching shakuhachi at 
the Musik-Akademie Basel where he was head of the Department for Non-
Western Music until his retirement in 2005. Under his influence, Basel soon 
became an important center for shakuhachi music. A great number of students, 
both professional and amateur, got to know the shakuhachi and its music, 
especially the Kinko tradition. Four of his students achieved a Teaching 
Certificate (Shihan Menj ) in shakuhachi from Zenkoku Chikuy sha Tokyo.

The Swiss Shakuhachi Society – www.chikuyusha.ch

The society, founded in September 2005, actually counts 39 members, 
including five teachers. It represents the shakuhachi players in Switzerland and 
also is, as the composed name implies, a subsection of Zenkoku Chikuy sha in 
Tokyo. Since most teachers come from the Kinko tradition, this style plays an 
important role within the Swiss Shakuhachi Society. One teacher represents the 
Jikish  style of Tadashi Tajima while two others are teaching My an Taizan 
and Itch ken traditions.

Further information and photos under www.chikuyusha.ch
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Activities

The society offers a large variety of activities to its’ members and to people 
playing or interested in the shakuhachi:

Fukizome – The first playing in the New Year

This is the annual Party with ad hoc playing for shakuhachi players and their 
families and friends. Members and non-members are welcome. 

Robuki – Blowing the Ro

Open for all shakuhachi players, once a month. (Guided by a teacher)

Student/players Meeting - Informal gathering with playing
(No teaching)

Workshops

about various themes like
• Introduction to different traditions: Kinko, Taizan, Itch ken, Jikish .
• Learning how to play a specific piece: Honkyoku, Sankyoku, Gaikyoku, music 
for two shakuhachi.

• Sankyoku with koto and shamisen.

Lectures

• The history of shakuhachi
• The insen of Jiuta
• The flutes of the world

Summer Workshops

• Honkyoku in the Kinko and Taizan tradition, Sankyoku/Jiuta with koto and     
shamisen. Teachers concert open to public (2008).

• 2010 in preparation.
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The Shakuhachi in Germany 
by Albert G. Helm

My name is Albert Helm. I live in N rnberg in Southern Germany. Since my 
childhood, music was my hobby, starting with classical piano, later jazz and 
rock music and later synthesizers, percussion and Western flute. This 
happened all on an amateur basis beside my education and professional work. I 
have from early on been interested in non-western music and frequently 
attended concerts with music from India and the Middle and Far East.

At a concert of Japanese music with honkyoku, I asked Jim Franklin (who gave 
the concert) whether a trial lesson on the shakuhachi would be possible. Since 
Jim lived in a town pretty close to my place, I soon started to take lessons from 
him and became fascinated by the shakuhachi and particularly honkyoku 
playing. Starting from the aspect of flute playing, I discovered the meditative 
qualities of blowing the shakuhachi and became familiar with the underlying 
cultural and philosophical concepts.

I was lucky to have the possibility to develop my skills on the shakuhachi with 

   Jim demonstrating ri dai-meri!

the professional guidance and help coming from Jim who shows so much 
patience with his beginner students. However, I was not able to spend as much 
time with music as I would have wished due to my professional obligations.
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Jim Franklin is an Australian citizen who has been living and working in 
Germany since 2004. Jim teaches shakuhachi for various students' groups at 
places all over Germany. Jim is a shakuhachi master who studied the 
instrument in Australia with Riley Lee and in Japan with Furuya Teruo and 
Yokoyama Katsuya. In 1996, he received his shihan license from Yokoyama-
sensei. Jim is specialised in the honkyoku tradition of Yokoyama Katsuya 
(Kokusai Shakuhachi Kenshukan). He is also very active in the areas of 
contemporary and electro-
acoustic music (which is also 
part of my musical interests) 
and he gives frequent concerts 
and other events with the 
shakuhachi.

On several occasions I also met 
German kyotaku player Tilo 
Burdach. I also appreciate his 
work very much. Tilo, to my 
knowledge, is the only maker of 
shakuhachi or kyotaku in 
Germany. There is also a Prof. 
Hanada in Bremen who makes 
jinashi shakuhachi and teaches 
honkyoku.

I estimate that there are a couple dozen shakuhachi players in Germany with 
different approaches and aims, ranging from amateur players like me to very 
advanced students.

Besides my playing for myself under Jim's guidance and together with other 
students, I also very much appreciate participating in the Shakuhachi Summer 
Schools and festivals, starting from the London event to the upcoming festival 
in Prague in 2010.
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Shin-Tozan Ryû France 

by Jean-François Lagrost 

The only official branch of Tozan shakuhachi school outside Japan is situated in 
Paris, France. Grand Master S zan Kariya presides over it and teaches since 
1990. One of his students, Jean-Fran ois Lagrost, is a master of Shin-Tozan 
Ry  since 2007. They are both entitled to deliver Tozan school certificates. 
About forty students are now learning shakuhachi in Shin-Tozan Ry  France. 
Most of them meet every year at an annual concert ; the next one will take 
place near Paris on May 28th (see below).

Shin-Tozan Ry  France website : http://www.shintozanryu-france.com
S zan C. KARIYA
+33 6 05 56 85 72
sozanc.kariya@dbmail.com
cole de musique de la SNCF
39 ter boulevard de la Chapelle
F-75010 Paris
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Suizan J.-F. LAGROST
+33 6 61 88 00 67 / +33 1 43 90 05 58
lagrost@flute-shakuhachi.com
http://www.flute-shakuhachi.com
Conservatoire du Kremlin-Bic tre
2 place Victor Hugo
F-94270 Le Kremlin-Bic tre
Conservatoire d'Asni res
4 rue de l' glise
F-92600 Asni res-sur-Seine
_______
• Prochains v nements / Next events / Folgende Ereignisse :
Stage Tozan + concert
S zan Kariya
Mercredi 14 avril, 15h00
CRR, 22 rue de la Belle-Feuille, 92100 Boulogne-Billancourt
+33 1 55 18 46 04

Karl Jenkins : Requiem
Orchestre symphonique des Alpes
Jean-Fran ois Lagrost, 
shakuhachi
22 mai 2010, Th nes (Haute-
Savoie, France)
Concert annuel Shin-Tozan 
Ry  France
28 mai 2010, 20h30
Grand r servoir, CHU de 
Bic tre
F-94270 Le Kremlin-Bic tre

Festival du D me de Richelieu
Jean-Fran ois Lagrost, 
shakuhachi
Mieko Miyazaki, koto
Alain Kremski, bols tib tains
11 ao t 2010
F-37120 Richelieu

Renseignements / More informations / n here Auskunft :
http://www.shintozanryu-france.com
http://www.flute-shakuhachi.com
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La Voie du Bambou by Daniel Lifermann

The aim of the French association La Voie du Bambou is to teach and spread 
shakuhachi. It was created in 1994 by Daniel "Sei Soku" Lifermann. Noticing 
that it was difficult to learn shakuhachi for western people who had no means 
to stay in Japan for a long time, Daniel Lifermann established relationships with 
Japanese masters as teaching partners. He organized workshops with 
Yoshikazu Iwamoto (follower of Katsuya Yokoyama) from 1991 to 1998, and 
Gunnar Jinmei Linder (disciple of Goro Yamaguchi) in 1999 and 2000. Since 
2000 he regularly organizes master classes under the guidance of Teruhisa 
Fukuda, founder of the Hijiri school (Sainte- cole). About 30 people are 
members of La Voie du Bambou which is located in the Paris area. Besides 
these activities, Daniel Lifermann leads the group doing his best to teach and 
play (workshops every 3 months, concerts).

Tamuke played at Guimet Museum, Paris 2009/12/11

The next project is a master class conducted by Teruhisa Fukuda and the 
shamisen player Shih  Kineya in the Ratilly castle in Burgundy from July 24th 
to the 31st 2010. La Voie du Bambou strives to spread the spirituality rooted in 
shakuhachi as closely as possible to the tradition. Daniel Lifermann started 
learning shakuhachi in Japan in 1983. He studied with Franck No l, Yoshikazu 
Iwamoto and Gunnar Jinmei Linder. A follower of Teruhisa Fukuda since 1999, 
he obtained the title of Dai Shihan and the name of "Sei Soku" in 2008.

LA VOIE DU BAMBOU
www.shakuhachi.fr
nardlife@club-internet.fr
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Master class at Ratilly Castle July 2008. Teruhisa Fukuda, Shiho Kineya and La Voie du Bambou.

Master class directed by Teruhisa Fukuda 2009/12/09.
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The Shakuhachi in Italy 

by Fiore De Mattia

Fiore De Mattia, a member of the French association "La Voie du 
Bambou" (Kinko Ryu), began studying the shakuhachi under the guidance of 
Maestro Daniel Lifermann since 2003 and participated in workshops conducted 
by Teruhisa Fukuda, founder of the Kinko school "Sainte Ecole".

In 2009, he started the spreading and teaching of shakuhachi in Italy and was 
awarded the title of "Jun-Shihan" 
by Master T. Fukuda. He 
organizes and conducts 
workshops for beginners on a 
quarterly basis, in which 6 
students are currently 
participating, from various Italian 
cities (Turin, San Remo, Rome and 
Bologna).

The future plans are to 
consolidate the activities of 
teaching and spreading of 
shakuhachi, constituting an Italian 
association.

Daniel Libermann, Fiore De Mattia and Teruhisa 
Fukuda.

Fiore De mattia
via G.Marconi 12
24022 Alzano Lombardo 
( Bergamo )
Italy
tel.035 514597
cell.346 8122492
e-mail: fiore@flautoshakuhachi.it
sito web: www.flautoshakuhachi.it

         The first master class in Italy.
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Fiore with students.
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The shakuhachi in Ireland by Philip Horan

I learnt about the shakuhachi through references in the contemporary flute 
repertoire. My first contact was with Dan Mayers of the International 
Shakuhachi Society, who put me in touch with Sunny Yeung in Hong Kong. I 
took some lessons with Sunny when he visited London and later spent two 
years in Japan.

Currently, I estimate about ten shakihachi players in Ireland. Charles Marshall 
studied with Araki Kodo and is an active performer on both biwa and 
shakuhachi. I teach a small but enthusiastic group in Dublin. Some studied with 
other teachers abroad and then moved to Ireland. Others are players of the 

Irish flute who became aware of 
the close connection in timbre 
between the Irish flute and 
shakuhachi. There are 
similarities between Irish slow 
airs and honkyoku. Many 
Japanese musicians have been 
entraced by the mysticism and 
energy of Irish music and have 
recorded Irish or fusion music. 
They include Hans Araki (son of 
Araki Kodo), the female vocalist 
Kokia and Oki from Hokkaido.

Ian Sykes, Frantisek Polach and Philip Horan after 
the regular Sunday sessiún.

For more information see http://www.shakuhachizen.com
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The Kyotaku tradition in Europe 
by Hans van Loon

The kyotaku tradition appears to be growing and growing in Europe, so here 
are a few words of how kyotaku came to Europe and recent developments.

Kyotaku playing as we know it nowadays is the playing in the style of Koku 
Nishimura. He named the big ji-nashi shakuhachi he made kyotaku according to 
an older name of the instrument. In Europe, there are two teachers who studied 
directly with Koku Sensei: Tilo 
Burdach and Anders Nordin. 

Tilo Burdach went to Japan in 
1986 to study with Koku-sensei. 
He lives in Bavaria (Southern 
Germany) at the moment, where 
he teaches and makes kyotaku. 
The group of students around 
him is still developing. Tilo has 
students in many European 
countries from Norway to Italy, 
where kyotaku is also becoming 
more popular. He recorded 
several CDs with kyotaku music 
and now and then performs all 
over Europe.

Anders Nordin came to know kyotaku in 1988, when he was in Thailand, where 
he met Agar (who is in my opinion one of the best kyotaku players in the 
world). Agar gave him a flute, and in 1996 Anders went to Japan, where he 
studied with Koku-sensei. Anders has a group of students studying with him in 
Denmark.

Koku-sensei died in June 2002, and now his son, Koryo Nishimura, is the 
lineage holder of kyotaku. He comes to Europe on a regular basis, accompanied 
by other players, and visits the students and teachers. Recently they performed 
in the Music Hall in Moscow.

I met Tilo Burdach at the ESS summer school in London in 2006, went to study 
with him and now am teaching kyotaku myself in the Netherlands. So now 
kyotaku is also coming to the Netherlands and Belgium, and here also the 
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number of students is increasing. Especially after the last shakuhachi summer 
school in Leiden 2009, where Tilo gave classes and sold several flutes.

Since the visit of the kyotaku players to Moscow, I have noticed a growing 
interest from Russia on my website too. So as you see, the kyotaku tradition is 
still growing.

For more info :
www.tilopa.de
www.kyotaku.dk
www.kyotaku.nl

For info on the older ways of playing I can recommend the blogspot of Jeffrey 
Jones
http://myoanflute.blogspot.com/
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Playing Shakuhachi in the Netherlands 
by Joke Verdoold

It’s about 3½ years now that I got caught by the beautiful sounds of the 
instrument we all love so much. Philip’s request to write an article seemed an 
excellent occasion to look back. 

Getting caught, obtaining my first information and starting on the instrument 
happened rather unexpectedly and all in the same week. Never mind there was 
no time to think; Kees Kort took care of a flying start. 

After two years I met V ronique Piron during a summer school in Bretagne. I’d 
just discovered that I needed a new challenge. We got on well and she had 
space for an extra student in Bruxelles. The choice was made quickly, and 
become easier when I discovered that there was an excellent train connection 
between Rotterdam and Bruxelles. It got even better when I found that my 
Dutch colleague-student, Frans van Til, was a good travel companion. By now, 
lots of points of view have been exchanged about the approach of Japanese 
classical music and how to promote the shakuhachi in the Netherlands.

Of course, one also speaks with 
others about this beautiful 
instrument. That resulted 1½ 
years ago in an invitation to 
demonstrate it during a chamber 
music performance. With the 
support of V ronique, I worked 
together with koto-player 
Roderik de Munck to get some of 
the beautiful pieces of Hisamoto 
Genchi into a shape to be 
performed and at the start of 
2009 we were there.  

After a small introduction of both 
exotic instruments, we played. Afterwards there were so many interested 
people clouding around us, that we got an immediate invitation to participate 
also this year. This time we dared to play some real difficult pieces, giving a 
broader perspective of the special character of Japanese music. It was nice to 
have the chance to tell something about the differences in approach of 
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Japanese classical music and ours. Specially the differences in perception of 
the beauty of the sound. That rustle and wild air are part of the attractiveness 
of the sound. This is a concept somewhat alien to a lot of Dutch classical 
musicians and sound-technicians.

The public watched with attention when I could seduce a young flute-player to 
try my shakuhachi. Every shakuhachi player can imagine the outcome. What I 
think more important is that the shakuhachi gets less exclusive and starts, 
apart from its’ meditative purposes, to live more as a musical instrument. 
‘Kibitaki no Mori’ appeared a beautiful piece to demonstrate all of these aspects 
and I really was grateful to V ronique who had given me the technical support 
to do that as lively as possible. 

If my way of performing is specific to the KSK line of Katsuya Yokayama, I 
wouldn’t know. But during my music-trip to Japan, I felt it quite a discovery 
that the different schools seem to find ‘clinging to their own ways’ sometimes 
more important than enjoying the sound and music together. I learned to 
appreciate the remark Kurahashi-sensei made during the European Summer 
School in Leiden, that he was a ‘free-styler’. My biggest joy on this summer 
school was that literally everything, from very traditional to the very modern 
jazz improvisations was treated.

Playing music is a hobby, which means I want to have a good feeling with 
playing things I like. That’s why I’m very happy with V ronique giving as much 
space and support to this as she can, but also stating it quiet and clear when 
something is not within her competence. Her thorough training at pitch, sound-
colouring and the approach of Japanese music based on the differences in style 
and technical approach of the various periods are excellent points to increase 
my joy in playing shakuhachi. Those skills certainly helped to gave Roderik and 
I a successful performance during the chamber-music gathering in Rotterdam 
this afternoon. And I trust, will do as much when as a soloist I’ll play in the 
Japanese Watergardens at Naaldwijk at an event for our aged. Giving people a 
good feeling by playing for them on my favourite instrument gives me much 
satisfaction, just as other ways to keep myself busy with the shakuhachi. For 
example, by telling the audience about the instrument and writing articles, as 
this one for you and a more scientific one about the history, making, sound and 
possibilities for playing shakuhachi, which will be published in the next edition 
of the periodical of the Dutch Bamboo Society. 
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The Shakuhachi in Spain 
by Jose Vargas- Zuñiga

My name is Jose Vargas- Zu iga and I live in Madrid. I play guitar and have 
worked with music from quite a few years. In 2004, I was looking for a wind 
instrument to add real colours to my recordings and I came across the 
shakuhachi. As the shakuhachi is an expensive and hard instrument to find, I 
began to experiment making them first out of pvc, and then bamboo, with 
irregular results, but I found that I love shakuhachi playing and making.

In 2006 I made contact with Horacio Curti, in Barcelona. He was kind enough to 
come to Madrid and teach some 
friends during a weekend 
course. Horacio is a pupil of 
Kakizakai Kaoru and received a 
shihan license from Yokoyama 
Katsuya in 2004. 

Around the same time, I met 
Antonio Olias and began to study 
honkyoku. Antonio Olias sings 
diaphonic chant, plays 
didgeridoo, fujara and some 
other wind instruments, but 
mainly he plays shakuhachi. He 
began in Australia, in 2001, with 
Andrew McGregor and Ann 
Norman. Since then, he spends several months in Japan nearly every year, first 
learning Dokyoku and Tozan with masters Kato and Tanabe. In 2006, he met 
Tanaka Komei from Chikumeisha, and he is still learning honkyoku and 
sankyoku from him. Recently, Antonio has also studied contemporary music 
with Fukuda Teruhisa.

Thus, it is possible to learn how to play and learn shakuhachi in Spain and I will 
estimate around 25 - 30 people are receiving lessons. But flute making is 
different and that lead me to Japan in 2008 and 2009. There, I had the 
opportunity of studying honkyoku with the great masters Tanaka Komei and 
Okuda Atsuya. I participated twice in John Neptune's jinashi making workshop 
in Tokyo and had the amazing luck of living some time with Kodama Hiroyuki 
and his family.
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With him, I studied koten honkyoku played on jinashi shakuhachi and learned 
the traditional making techniques. Together we shared the joy of flute making 
and the joy of being alive. Now, you can listen to some of the flutes I made in 
Antonio Olias’ You Tube videos. I like to repair broken old flutes to try bringing 
them back to life, and also keep on making very cheap meditation flutes, for 
people to get that old shakuhachi feeling, that is the main thing for me. In order 
to introduce flute making to Spain, Kodama will be coming to Spain, April 2010. 
He will also be giving several performances.

josevargaszuniga@gmail.com
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The Shakuhachi in Sweden/Finland
– The sound of zen in flute-cracking hell  

by Niklas Natt och Dag 

The temperature has fallen below minus 18 degrees Celsius – weather 
conditions cool and dry enough to be described as flute-cracking hell by every 
shakuhachi player in the vicinity of the polar circle. In Helsinki, the capital of 
Finland, the sun has set hours ago and the darkness of the nordic winter is 
illuminated only by the snow. It is the evening of the 8th of January, and 
through a gentle snowfall over the rooftops of the Baltic harbour comes a 
sound the natives are seldom treated to during their evening strolls: It’s the 
distinct tsu-tsu-re-ru-ru that starts off Taki-otoshi no Kyoku, played by 
seven flutes in unison. 

Gunnar Jinmei Linder performing with the group Teater Slava at the Opening Ceremony of the Midnight Festival in 
Korpilombolo, December 1, 2008
Photo: Viktor Linder

Gunnar Jinmei Linder, the last shihan to be named by Goro Yamaguchi, has 
come to Finland from his native Sweden to hold a workshop for the small but 
dedicated – and always growing – group of Finnish students. This workshop is 
the fourth of its kind since 2009. The first evening is set aside for repetition of 
the pieces already learned – well, we generously say learned, but everybody 
who has scratched the surface of shakuhachi playing in general and Kinko-ryu 
in particular, quickly becomes aware of the difference between learning to play 
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through a piece and mastering it. This usually matures into the realization of 
not needing to make any other definite plans for your free time in the ten to 
twenty years to come.  

Nonetheless, during the first five hours of the workshop, six brave souls and a 
sensei successfully play four of the pieces already covered, namely the 
daunting ‘first study’ Hi-fu-mi-hachigaeshi no Shirabe (that seems blatantly 
custom-made to ward away eager beginners), the soothing Sanya Sugagaki, the 
fast and beautiful Kumoijishi and the already mentioned fifteen minute wall-of-
sound Taki-otoshi. After a quick sauna, the participants shelter their flutes 
from the freezing cold in any improvised insulation at hand – newspaper, 
towels, assorted pieces of clothing – and scatter into the night, eager for the 
two days to come. 

At first light on Saturday morning we gather at the serene and immaculate 
Helsinki Zen Center for fifteen minutes of meditation – enjoyed equally by 
Buddhists and non-Buddhists alike – before warming up, in the time-honored 
tradition of ”passing the ro” around the circle of flutists. The first order of 
business on Saturday morning is the wonderful Akita Sugagaki, a piece that 
fittingly enough hails from the harsh cold of Akita prefecture. As lunch 
approaches, we leave the winters of Akita and head southwards to the autumn 
mating of the deer in the Japanese mountain forests, as we struggle to grasp 
the first haunting phrases of the famous Shika no Tone, both as a duet and as a 
solo piece. This sets the pace for the workshop: two hours of work on one 
piece, followed by a brief break and two hours of work on the other, and 
repeat. Saturday night is concluded by a mini concert open to the public where 
the gathered crowd is treated to Gunnar’s performances of Akita Sugagaki, 
Shika no Tone and the majestic ”evening song” Yugure no Kyoku, and we 
students join in for Sanya Sugagaki and a shorter twentieth century solo 
composition for shakuhachi: Tsuki (“Moon”).

When Sunday evening comes and brings with it the end of the workshop, lips 
hang limp from paralyzed faces, elbows hurt from supporting the weight of 
bamboo, knees and legs ache from sitting in prolonged seiza, but the soul has 
seldom felt better. It’s all the classic symptoms of the masochism of the 
shakuhachi player. If you read this, odds are good you know exactly what we’re 
talking about.
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The shakuhachi scene in the UK by Kiku Day 
and Michael Coxall

Iwamoto Yoshikazu, who studied with Onishi Baisen, Sasagawa Shizue and 
Yokoyama Katsuya, was the first very fine teacher and performer to really 
promote the study of shakuhachi in the UK at Dartington College, Devon, and 
later in SOAS, University of London, in the 1980’s. After Iwamoto moved to 
teach at Durham and York universities, Michael Soumei Coxall took over 
teaching shakuhachi at SOAS from the 1990’s. 

The Japanese Music Society at SOAS performing on the steps of St Paul’s Cathedral in London

Since then, various Japanese music groups open to both students and the wider 
community have been centred at SOAS around personalities such as Michael 
and Dr David Hughes, who taught Japanese music in the music department. 
These groups included gagaku, noh, and Okinawan miny  ensembles as well as 
the Japanese Music Society. SOAS remains one of the few colleges in the UK 
teaching Japanese music, including shakuhachi, at undergraduate and 
postgraduate levels – now taught by Kiku Day.

Partly due to the activities at SOAS, London became the shakuhachi centre in 
the UK, although there are shakuhachi players in various parts of the UK due to 
Iwamoto’s teaching. Just a few years ago there were four active teachers 
permanently in London – a luxury situation for a European city. These teachers 
were Michael Soumei Coxall (Kinko, Chikumeisha), Richard Stagg (a student of 
Iwamoto), Clive Bell (Miyata) and Kiku Day (Zensab ). It was possible for 
shakuhachi students in London to study various styles. 
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Michael and Kiku have worked together focusing on their ideal of spreading 
their knowledge and love for the shakuhachi and the teaching of their very 
different playing styles. Together they organised the first ‘Pan-European 
Shakuhachi Summer School’ at SOAS in 2006 where the European Shakuhachi 
Society (ESS) was established. Since then, they have also run weekend 
shakuhachi workshops in London open to all shakuhachi players at all levels, as 
well as individual classes throughout the year both in SOAS and at their homes. 

Teachers in UK: London

Michael Soumei Coxall

Michael Soumei Coxall studied shakuhachi in Japan for many years under the 
legendary Kinko-ryu master and Living Cultural Treasure, the late Yamaguchi 
Goro and still continues studying honkyoku and sankyoku with Mizuno Kohmei 
and shinkyoku with Sugawara Kuniyoshi on regular visits to Japan. Michael was 
awarded his shakuhachi ‘shihan’ (Master’s Licence) in 2007 and the 
professional name of ‘Soumei’. 

Michael teaches Kinko–ryu Chikumeisha honkyoku, koten (traditional) sankyoku 
and shinkyoku (new music) with a focus on ensemble works for koto, shamisen 
and shakuhachi. Michael now divides his time between the UK and Japan, 
teaching, studying and performing.

Michael Soumei Coxall
41, Grove Street, Wantage, Oxon OX12 7AG, UK.
Tel: 01235-768967
mc9@soas.ac.uk michaelcoxall@googlemail.com
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Kiku Day

Kiku Day is a jinashi shakuhachi player from Denmark with Japanese, American, 
Russian and Irish roots. She studied honkyoku with Okuda Atsuya in Japan for 
eleven years as well as shakuhachi making with Murai Eigor .

Kiku Day playing Takemitsu T!ru’s November Steps with Odense Symphony Orchestra conducted by Lan Shui. Biwa 

Ueda Junko.

Kiku mainly teaches honkyoku but she also focuses on improvisation and 
contemporary music played on jinashi shakuhachi in her own performances. 
She has dedicated her life to the potential use of jinashi shakuhachi since her 
return to Europe. Several composers from different parts of the world have 
written for her including Takahashi Y ji, Roxanna Panufnik and Vytautas 
Germanavicius. She has performed with performers such as Fred Frith and 
Jo lle L andre, and as a soloist with the Odense Symphony Orchestra in 
Takemitsu T ru’s November Steps and with the Nonsuch Choirs.

Kiku recently finished her PhD at SOAS, University of London where she 
researched into the development of the jinashi shakuhachi in the 20th century 
and contemporary performance possibilities of this unique instrument. Today 
Kiku is dividing her time between Denmark and London. She will keep teaching 
shakuhachi in London and hopefully be able to teach in Sheffield again.

Kiku Day
29 D Loraine Road, London N7 6HB, UK.
Tel: +44-(0)7707 83 6465
kiku@kikuday.com  www.kikuday.com
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Clive Bell 

Clive Bell is a musician and composer specializing in far-eastern musics. He 
studied the shakuhachi for two years in Japan under K hachiro Miyata. He has 
given many concerts and lecture demonstrations on Japanese music.

He also plays the khene, a large Thai bamboo mouth organ, the Balinese flute 
as well as flutes from China, Thailand, Bali, and Europe (the crumhorn and the 
accordion). Clive has worked with 
many dance and theater groups, 
including Extemporary Dance, IOU 
Theater, and Optik Theater. He is 
active in the improvised / 
contemporary music scene in London 
and is a prominent member of the 
London Musicians' Collective. In 
2005, he took part in the British 
Council Beijing project, Sound & The 
City, alongside Brian Eno, David 
Toop and Peter Cusack. Recently he 
has worked with Okeanos 
(contemporary music group), Jah 
Wobble, Karl Jenkins, Complicite Theatre, Sylvia Hallett, David Ross, dance 
music producer David Harrow, jazz pianist Taeko Kunishima and the BBC 
Singers.

clive.bell@tesco.net  www.clivebell.co.uk

Richard Stagg

Richard Stagg is an orchestral flute-player who has had the good fortune of 
being a pupil of Yoshikazu Iwamoto. As well as finding the shakuhachi and its 
music fascinating for their own sake, he also finds them an indispensable aid to 
his study of the Western flute and its’ literature. Each year he returns to Japan 
to perform.

Richard, who has now retired from his post as flute player at the BBC 
Symphony Orchestra, teaches shakuhachi at his home in Wembley, London. He 
also continues to adapt, tune and modify instruments for his own use and for 
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that of his pupils. He occasionally makes new instruments, and is happy to 
repair, tune and adjust instruments.

stagg516@btinternet.com

Teachers in UK: Southwestern England

Mike McInerney

Mike McInerney lives in Plymouth, Devon in 
the south-western part of England. He plays 
shakuhachi and piano. He studies shakuhachi 
with Iwamoto Yoshikazu and although he 
loved playing and performing Kinko-ryu 
honkyoku, his focus is on the shakuhachi as 
an interface for live technology. Mike loves 
making music with machines, but makes his 
scores by hand. Dr McInerney lectures on 
music at the University of Plymouth. His Ph.D 
is from Dartington College of Arts, where he 

studied with the composer Frank Denyer.

mmcinerney@plymouth.ac.uk www.mikemcinerney.com

Adrian Freedman

Adrian Freedman was born in Leeds, UK in 1962. He lived in Japan and studied
with Yokoyama Katsuya from 1990 to 1998. He is a classically trained 
composer and musician with a broad range of musical interests and influences. 
While in Japan he was a research fellow at Kyoto Arts University where he 
composed and performed music for many Butoh dance groups. From 1998 to 
2002 he lived in the Brazilian Amazon Rainforest, participating in sacred music 
ceremonies. Since 2002, he has been based in Devon, UK, working as musical 
director and incorporating the shakuhachi into soundtracks for contemporary 
dance and theatre companies such as Scottish Contemporary Dance, Kneehigh 
Theatre and Wildworks Theatre. He gives solo recitals of honkyoku and his 
own compositions in sacred places around the world. His CD is called ‘Music on 
the Edge of Silence.’ 

www.adrianfreedman.com
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The Shakuhachi in Denmark 
by Kiku Day/Torsten Olafsson

The shakuhachi in Denmark is not a new phenomenon and Danish players have 
been observed for decades. The instrument does also enjoy popularity to some 
extent, although there still exists no organised shakuhachi community in the 
country. The three most significant shakuhachi personalities in Denmark will be 
presented here as it is around these personalities activities concerning 
shakuhachi can be seen.

Torsten Olafsson

Torsten Olafsson is a Danish musician, music transcriber, music publisher/
engraver and graphics & web designer. He has been 
studying East Asian cultures, arts, thought systems and 
music traditions since 1968, and has academic degrees in 
both Chinese/Chinese Culture and Japanology. In 
1977-78, he studied My an Taizan-ha shakuhachi with 
Ozawa Seizan (Ky to My an-ji) and in 1986, Kinko-ry  
with Yokoyama Katsuya. 

In 2003, Torsten’s Masters thesis (1987) on early 17th 
century ascet ic shakuhachi ideology ( the Fuke 
shakuhachi document Kaid  Honsoku, 1628) was 
published internationally by Tai Hei Shakuhachi, 
California. Although first of all a bass and percussion 
player, he has also contributed as a shakuhachi musician 
to a number of Danish record releases, and he occasionally gives lectures and 
performances at art exhibitions, in concert halls or on TV.
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Torsten does not teach the shakuhachi but in his 
spare time, he is continuing his research on old 
and rare Japanese sources related to Fuke 
shakuhachi history and ideology. Some of his 
findings are presented on the two websites of his: 
www.torstenolafsson.com ( in Engl ish) and 
www.shakuhachi.dk (in Danish).

Torsten frequently acts as an advisor to people 
who seek information about the shakuhachi, and 
he i s i n curren t con tac t w i th shakuhach i 
researchers and specialists abroad. He is also a 
committee member and the web-master of The 
Denmark-Japan Society (Dansk-Japansk Selskab), 

based in Copenhagen.

www.torstenolafsson.com www.shakuhachi.dk myooan@gmail.com

Kiku Day 

Kiku Day is a jinashi shakuhachi player 
from Denmark. Her profile can be seen 
in the section about England where she 
has been active performing and teaching 
since 2000. She is now based in the tiny 
s l eepy t own Nør re Snede i n t he 
Western part of Denmark, where she is 
living at a meditation centre. 

Kiku teaches at her home in Nørre 
Snede and is currently working on 
f i n d i n g a v enue t o t e a ch i n h e r 
hometown Copenhagen once a month as 
the interest for shakuhachi is growing. 
As teaching honkyoku is very close to 
her heart, she is hoping to be able to teach more in Denmark and spread the 
knowledge and art of shakuhachi playing in that country. 

Kiku has done talks and concerts around the country and since her successful 
collaboration with composer Mogens Christensen composing a new piece for 
jinashi shakuhachi, she is currently working with other Danish composers to 
create a Danish repertoire of contemporary music for this instrument.
 
Kiku Day
Elme All  24, 8766 Nørre Snede, Denmark
Tel: +45-28 53 35 85  kiku@kikuday.com  www.kikuday.com
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Anders Nordin

Denmark also has a fairly active kyotaku scene 
led by Anders Nordin, a pupil of Nishimura 
Kok . Anders teaches honkyoku as taught by 
Nishimura once a month in Valby, a suburb of 
Copenhagen and also privately. The group is 
around the size of 20 persons and several 
students have carried on using kyotaku in their 
work or performing. The group has a close 
relationship with kyotaku groups in Germany 
led by Tilo Burdach and in Japan led by Kok ’s 
son, Nishimura Kory . Kory  and Noiri Agar, 
who is both playing and making kyotaku, have 
visited Denmark several times after Kok ’s 
death. The groups also organises concerts and 
talks.

www.kyotaku.dk
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Membership of the European Shakuhachi Society!   

             

        

Membership of the ESS is open both to players of the shakuhachi and to non-players who 
are interested in the music of the shakuhachi in all its forms. 

Since the ESS is not affiliated with a particular school or aesthetic direction, its members 
represent a broad cross-section of styles and genres of shakuhachi.

Supporting ESS through joining is a means of helping maintain a co-ordinating resource of 
the shakuhachi in Europe. 

The benefits of membership include access to information about shakuhachi events and tui-
tion throughout Europe and beyond, as well as discounted participation fees at events such 
as the European Shakuhachi Summer Schools.

The membership fee (for 2009) is £20/"20, with £10/"10 concession (student, unem-
ployed). If you are requesting a concessionary membership, we will require some proof of 
your concession status (please send an email).

To join the ESS:
 • Please send email, giving your name and contact details, and if you wish, a little infor-

mation about your interest in and experience with the shakuhachi.

 • and pay the membership fee by PayPal.!
If you cannot make payment using this method, please send an email to 
ess-member@shakuhachisociety.eu .!

We look forward to welcoming you into the European Shakuhachi Society!

Visit our yahoo group at http://launch.groups.yahoo.com/group/Euroshak/

Visit the European Shakuhachi Society website at http://www.shakuhachisociety.eu/

The European Shakuhachi Society is a registered charity. Registered charity no. 1123060.
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